
Join the many nations and cultures [Germany, Russia, France, Spain, Italy, Rome, the Catholic Church, various
Arabian states, etc.] that have, for no solid reason other than their inherent evil, inhumanity and cruelty, decided
to oppress the Jews for over 2,000 years!

In our independent studies, Zyklon B has been proven* to eliminate 6 million Jews (and occasionally 5 million
Aryans), yet somehow still leave enough “survivors” to:

• Illegally emigrate to Palestine, Jew York, & Holo-wood.
• Write fictionalized, sappy sob stories with a cast of millions.
• Endlessly clobber the public with whining, whimpering “eye-witness” accounts.
• Extort Billion$ from countries that “didn’t act fast enough” to save fictional victims nearly 60 years ago.

You, too, can pretend to kill millions with a simple insecticide while really killing nobody!

Act today and solve the Jewish Problem in your neighborhood Reich!

* At Nuremberg scaffold trials and other hanging holidays, but not currently proven or supported by Allied intelligence or photo-reconnaissance.

Note:  The Holly-¢o$t™ and Anti-$emanti¢™ are registered trademarks of Zionism International (ZIt) and hence may neither be publicly questioned, nor referenced
or spoken of in any way or manner except the most groveling pro-Zionist terms possible.  Ordinary showers refitted by post-war Communists to look like homicidal
gas chambers are not included.  Magical crematory ovens, each capable of reducing 8 bodies at once in just 1/2 hour while leaving absolutely no ashes or remains,
must be purchased separately (or likewise invented).  Holo-wood propaganda, re-touched photographs, mainstream news media disinformation, and general
atmosphere of hysteria may not be available in all areas.  Kommie Kikes and other potential future whining “survivors” must be shipped in by rail at your own
expense.  Offer is void in the various states [Germany, Israel, Canada, England, France, etc.] where open questioning, discussion, or debate of the Holly-¢o$t™ Lie
is prohibited by Zionist-lobbied laws and/or acts of outright terrorism and suppression.

Zyklon B is intended for use only in evil, barbaric rogue states run by, and full of, homicidal maniacs; “civilized” nations must instead use Siberian death camps or
gulags, firing squads, and gallows in place of due process.

This public service announcement has been brought to you by your friendly neighborhood chapter of White Aryan Resistance .  The Revolution will be White!
For more information, please visit us on the web at http://www .resist.com

Minority Uprising?  Political Usurpation?  Hate Jews for no real reason?

No Problem!!
Create the Holly-¢o$t™  in your own backyard with…

The “Cyclone”

against Kikes

& other pests!

What a gas!

9 out of 10

Führer’s

recommend it!
Zyklon B:  Coming soon...

to a fake “gas chamber” near you!


